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Highlights

- Regs and Legs II for Financial Aid
- ACT Layout Changes for 2012-2013
- NSC Reporting for Consolidated Statistics
- Updates to Student Financials
- Fixes for SR Milestones from CS Bundle #27
Additional Features

- National Student Clearinghouse Reporting Updates
Academic Advising

- Course List Processing cobol rollbacks

SRPCACL3 and SRPCAGLN cobols rolled back to prior to Bundle #27 due to errors with courses effective dated after requirement terms
Campus Community

- No alerts in this Bundle
Financial Aid

- Multiple Direct Lending cobols re-delivered as part of Regs and Legs II

- Additional field added to LOAN_TYPE_TBL and page component LOAN_TYPE: SFA_ADDL_USUB_UND

- Modified and re-delivered multiple mass packaging sub-cobols. Additional fields added as well to FACPKPKG cobol
Financial Aid

- Multiple self-service updates:
  Corrected self-service item type split
  Modified FAPPKCTL cobol for “Yes” response

- 2 Security Changes
  FA Item Type on Award Entry page
  Corrected security view for FA_AU_STD_GP_VW
Financial Aid

- Re-Delivered App Engine SFA_LNDTUPDT for Process Loan Dates
- Corrected SQL for INAS Maintain Applications 2013-2014
Recruiting and Admissions

- ACT File Layout Changes for 2012-2013
Student Financials

- Re-Delivered sfdptrec.sqr to account for ‘distinct’ select statement for insertion during SF-GL Interface

Corrects multiple row insertion error from CS Bundle #27
Student Records

- Re-Delivered ACAD_PLAN_TBL, ACAD_LEVEL_TBL to include NSC fields

- Security Changes
  Updates to delivered permission lists to include the correct work pages for the SSS_BCC_SEL_CRSE and SSS_BROWSE_CATLG components
Key Testing Areas

- Financial Aid Packaging Processes and FA Self Service
- TS189 Test Score Processes for ACT File Layouts
- SF-GL Interface Processes
- SR Student Milestone Assignment
- SR Consolidated Stats
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